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In William Crary Brownell 's "Victorian Prose Masters" the following
1
statement is made in the chapter on George Eliot: "It was doubtless in
thinking mainly of George Sliot, whose aotest pupil he was, that more than
a soore of years ago Mr, Hardy spoke of fiction as having 'taken a turn,
for better or worse, for analyzing rather than depicting character and
emotion'. " The words "whose aotest pupil he was" show that, in the opin-
ion of one person at least, a certain influence was exerted by George
Sliot upon Thomas Hardy. The auestion immediately arises, Uoon what
Grounds did Mr. Brownell make such a statement? What proof did he have
that Mr. Hardy was "an apt pupil of George Sliot?" My purpose in this
thesis is to make a careful study of the works of the two novelists, and
to discover, if possible, the foundations upon which Mr. Brownell based
his assertion. For this work I have chosen two novels by George Sliot
—
"Adam Bede" and "Silas Marnec*," and two by Thomas Hardy— "Par from the Mad-
ding Crowd" and "The Return of the Native," typical representatives of the
art of each.
The two main elements which enter into the construction of the novel
are character and plot. The setting also is important that it furnishes
the background in which the characters move and the plot advances. The
novel, then, is composed of three elements; and the different methods used
by novelists of treating these elements, have, broadly speaking,— divided
their work into two classes,—novels of character, and novels of incident.
On the whole, the novels of George iiliot are novels of character, while
those of Thomas Hardy are novels of insidaat.
(1) ?. 111..

Taking up now the study of the three elements of the novel, I shall
consider first the methods of character-portrayal in "Silas Marner" and
"Adam Bede. " Character is most often drawn by means of sDeech and action-
the natural ways by which people are known. But the author has the prerog
ative of going deeo3r than this, of searching the inner life of his char-
acters and commenting upon it; of auoting their thoughts, and revealing
the mental orocesses and motives which promot them to action. Of the two
methods the latter is used most effectively in "Silas Earner." The center
of interest in this book is the hero, Silas Marner, and around him, the
whole story revolves. The gradual develooment of his character under cer-
tain influences is ably portrayed by the method which is most typically
3eorge Sliot's comment and analysis. His early life was one of trusting1,3 3
simplicity and ardent faith; his belief in his friend was unsusoecting,
#4
he "loved him with tender love, and trusted in an unseen goodness, When
his friend deceived him, he was in despair; his trust in God and man was
5 6
shaken, and his life was aimless. He shunned all intercourse with his
7
„
neighbors; and, occupied with no purpose in life, began to hoard his
9
money," his life "narrowing and hardening itself more and more into a mere
Pulsation of desire and satisfaction that had no relation to any other
human being* 9 While his life had no real ouroose, it was an - neager life,
10
filled with immediate ouroose, which fenced him in from the wide cheer-
less unknown," and wbfln his money was stolen, his whole support was gone.
Tb3 news of his rsbbsry 5$2an to interest oeoole ia him, and 3ila3 became
11
S.wara of a "faHAfc SonseUjstiess of depeadea^j on tUsir goodwill,"
(1) K 35. h) P. 84. (&) P. 85. (4) P» 142, ft) P* 31.
(8) 35> (?) P, 83* (3) ?. 40, H. (?) ?. 41. (10) I. 125.
(ll) & 134*

3.
A new interest now came into his life, and gold
—
^ in the shaoe of a
child's golden curls—cams bo take the place of his stolen treasure.
Something had come to take its olace which drew him beyond the love of
2
money alona. A "Little child had come to link him once more with the
J/t
whole world.
While the author's comment and analysis olay such an imoortant part
in the delineation of: the character oc Silas, his conversation and actions
have very little share in it. His most important action, that which
throws the most light uoon his character, follows his discovery of the
4
loss of his gold. Until near the end, his conversation is of very slight
imoortance. In his few speeches now, however, we see the true spirit of
5
the man; his faith and trust in the care and guidance of Providence; and
o
his intense love for Eopie.
Personal descriotion is also used sparingly in the portrayal of Silas;
we are told very little about him. All we know is that he was a pale, thin
7 3
man, with prominent, short-sighted, brown eyes. We have to depend, for
our conception of Silas, upon these few statements assisted by the author's
exhaustive analysis.
In the portrayal of Dolly Winthrop^-one of &he most delightful char-
acters io the book,—the author has used conversation most effectively.
9
Dolly's simple talk brings out hep faith in God, or * :FheK as are above,"
10
to use her own ouaint Cor« of expression, and h*r stPtjtt^ religious belief.
Her speech, too, is colored by a graiu <»f philosophical visd}i. " Her
attitude toward life nay b* summed up in these few fords of advise, which
(1) P. 179, 1*8. (8) P. 311. (3> la 810, fell* 30«, 833„
(4) P. tl, 73. f#t Ml 327, 837. («) ?. 553, $73* (7) 94.
(3) P. 19. (9) Pi 193. (10) P. 283, 27$, £.193,337, 373.

she ^ives bo Silas:— "There's trouble i' this world, and there's things
as we can niver make out the rights on. And all as we've got to do is to
1
trusten, Master Warner,—to do the right thing as fur as we know, and
to trusten.
"
About the only humor in which George Sliot allows herself to indulge,
is in her conception of the character of Dolly. Aside from the strong re-
ligious faith, Dolly has a vein of true humor which vents itself at the
2 'I
exoense of man and his constitution.
George Eliot uses comment and thought auobation very successfully in
3
her portrayal of Godfrey Oass' weak, hesitating character, his lack of
4 5 ,
moral courage, and of shirking of duty. The disappointment of his life
is shown by thought auotation, and his philosophical attitude toward it is
brought out in his later conversation.
When w© are introduced to Nancy Dammater an indistinct picture of her
personal appearance is given to us, but we are not left long in the dark
as to her nature. The author soon informs us by means of her favorite meth-
9 10 4
ods, thought narrative, and comment. The trials and disappointments of
11
her later life are also brought out by these methods* She was of a con-
19
soientious nature, <and clung with "oainful adherence to an inagined or
real duty—asking herself continually whether she had been in any respect
x 3
blameable. " She believed strongly in ths guidance and rtwill of Providence .'
Her true nature is further emphasised by the author in this sentence:- "It
(1) P. 237. (3) P. 134, (3) P. 53-4, 113, 133. (4) P, 189.
(9> P. 153. (3) P. 347, (7) P. B5£, 273. (S) P, U$m (10) P. 157.
O) P. 147, 133. (11) P. 340, 341, 348, 346* (12) P. 340,
(IS) P. 344,

was impossible to have lived with her fifteen years and not be aware that
an unselfish clinging to the right, and a sincerity clear as the flower-
1
born dew were her main characteristics."
The character of Adam Bede is most vividly Dortrayed to us by means
of his conversation. More space is devoted to his speech than to any
other one method. By this means we learn his religious views and his
S
frank, outspoken, rushed decisiveness, which is often severe in its truth-
4 5
fulness. While he was impatient and imDulsive, be was ever ready to
6
confess the hardness of his nature. The sense of duty was very strong in
7 8
Adam, and be heroically accepted the burdens of his life. Thought nar-
9
rative, which often takes the form of thoughts SDoken aloud, receives a
large share of attention at the hand of the author. Thought quotation and
mental analysis emphasize the qualities shown by his conversation. His
10 11
patient love for Hetty and his hesitancy before its avowal; his .jeal-
ousy of Arthur; and his Datient acceptance of bis lot are all distinctly
shown by these methods. George Eliot devotes more space to the personal
description of Adam than she usually does in the drawing of her characters,
and the result is that Adam aDpeals to ue as a real, substantial man. We
13
can almost see the large-boned muscular man with his .jet-black hair,
14
"tossed about like trodden meadow-grass," dark eyes and roughly hewn
face. While there is very little important action in the book, Adam im-
15
presses us as a man of action, " quick and decisive,
(I) P. 246. (3) P. 9, 10, 194. (3) P. 170, 219, 312.
(4) P 304, 303, 4??, 478. (5) P. 41, 4?, 43, 819.
(3) P. 205, 206, 475. (7) p. 50, 275. (8) P. 1*71, 331, 477.
(9) P. 50, 330, 205. (10) P, 298, 950, 293, 294.
(II) P. 213. (12). P. 306, 330, 363, 401. (13) P. 331r
(1.4) P. 3. (15) P. 117, 305.

3.
The gentleness and simplicity of sweat symoathetic Dinah ape beat shown
1 I
by her conversation and the author's Dersonal descriotion. She uses
mental analysis most successfully in drawing Arthur and Hetty. Hetty's
3 4
hopes and fears, and Arthur's struggles between conscience and love
are carefully delineated.
The plot of "Silas Marner" is very simple, but its very siiuDlicity
is in keening with the rest of the story. There is no tin^e of the im-
oossibla or melodramatic; the comoiications which arise bein2 only the
natural ones rasultin*! from wron^-doin-? and concealment. The affairs of
Silas and the Cass family are joined in two ways: the hidden treasure of
Silas was stolen by Dunstan Cass, and the unowned, motherless child of
Sodfrey Cass creot in from the snow to Silas's warm hearth. The conver-
5
sation between the two brothers, reveals to us for the first time the
comolications and difficulties inhiab beset Sodfrey. These are further
a
amohasized by means of mental analysis and csomment. Tbe movement of the
olot is rather fa3t at first, ohaotecg three, four and five, setting all
the forces in motion. It pauses a little now, however, while the author
7
oictuces to us her admirable ina-scefte?— the humor gf which seis off the
oabhos of the character of Silas,—and describes the Saw Year's &ve Darty
8
at Souire Cass's, The plot auiofcena now, and anaafc9r$ twelve and thir-
teen set 3odfrey frea from the feat1 Ifcab hU l^Oc^fe fill dissevered-
from now until th« olose, the tbate a? tna. bdtok^Sotiia^rdoelvee a
tar 4e .ibare of th* aathor^ «fct«fttian, rha relabtalft SUas and
lonie, and his love for b«r, **# Jbroatfht <aut *tmzit i fcy $ jnve?sa*ion
(1) r# ft, 98, 4*S, I1J5. 163. (Z> P % fll f, 3$> 103* lo4,
333-$) Oh^(tfi 39 aei U) a. %n, (61 ?. 49, 53.
(9) Mjffri J*** <7\ ?, W ?t 143. {# fci »7, m t *3?, 258.

1
and analysis. In this Dlot, conversation and analysis are used with
^reat skill in setting forth the complications.
The plot of "Adam Bede" shows an admirable use of analysis in its de-
velopment. One thread of olot runs through the whole story, and, interest
centers, through it all, in the her$o— Adam. He is introduced to us at
the very first, and our sympathies are immediately enlisted uoon his side.
Tae movement of the plot is slow at first, bub auickens rapidly in chanters
3 3
seven and nine. The story pauses a little while the author examines the
4 5 o
minds of the three people, Adam, Hetty and Arthur. Events now follow
7
each other raoidly, the birthday dance, the struggle between Adam and
3 3 9
Arthur, the betrothal of Adam and Hetty, the flight of Hetty, the
10 11
trial, and the final seoaration. The author allows nothing .iust to
haooea. She takes great care to have her events well motivated, and in her
zeal to oreoare' the reader for what is coming, she sllows herself to
12
foreshadow events. Mental analysis and conversation have been used with
fine effect in bringing out all of the complications of the plot.
To summarize briefly our study of 3eorge Sliot's character oortrayal
and Dlot development, we find that her favorite method—mental analysis
—
has been used very sucessfully in each. She has used a prooortionally
larger amount of conversation in "Adam Beds" than in "Silas Marner," yet
the main lines of the olot, the elements ot the oonflict of forces,— love,
fear, jealousy,-- are best shown by (Beans of the methods of examination—
tnougnt narrative and mental analysis* George Sliot has chosen a very
(1) P. 202-11. (3) P. 93. (3). P. 183. (4) P. 313, 224.
(5) P. 103, 154. (3) P. 141. (7) P. 895. (3) P. 303.
<9) P. 330, 331. (10) P. 433. (11) P, 8, 33.
(12) P. 43, 51, 319, 253, 331.

9.
haooy setting for her stories,—one which esoaciallv aooealed to her, and
with which she was thoroughly familiar when a obild, "Ada-ft Bade" and "Silas
Marner" are stories of the English oeasantcy of tha coantv of iarwickshire,
and show keen observation of the familiar, bat ordinary, fields and village
communities, Her aooreoiation of humor has contributed largely to the suc-
cess of her realistic descriotions of oeasant life.
In his oortrayal of character in "Par from the Madding Crowd" Thomas
Hardy has been most successful in the use of the methods of exterioriza-
tion— sosech and action. The character of Gabriel Oak is shown most
olainly by his conversation. He is not a man of many words, but his soeech
1
brings out all of his characteristics,—sagacious wisdom, abruot out-
3 3 . " 4
sookenness, sudden resolution. His later conversation shows his resig-
nation to his lot, his unwavering honesty, and lack of temerity. Con-
siderable soace is devoted to the oersonal description of Oak, yet he
does nob stand out as a vivid reality.. B© is set forth in a rather
5
vague, humorous, almost grotesoue manner. His first great trouble—the
5
the loss of his sheeo,— staraoed its mark uoon him, and changed his ex-
7
oression into one of sadness and meditation. His motions were slow and
deliberate; yet if occasion demanded, be could act with decision and
8
auiet energy. Mr. Hardy has axorsssed the chief characteristics of
g
3abriel Oak and Bathsheba Everdene in this one sentence:-' "There is a
loouacity that tells nothing, which was Sathsheba 1 s; and there is a
silence which says much, that was 3abriel's. u The oicture of Sathsheba,
as given to us in the author's personal description, is vague and indis-
(1) 9. 14. (2) ?. 34. (3) ?. 31. (4) P. 127, 173.
(5) P. 11. ft] P. 46, 41. (?) ?, 42. (3) ?. 43, 237, 134.
f*J P. Oft

tinct. We know only that she was a handsome girl with a bright face and
1
black hair; a "fair product of Nature in the feminine form," whose
2
"features of conseouence were severe and regular." She is very talkative,
and her conversation gives us the key to her shallow nature. All of her
4 5
characteristics,—coouetry, love of admiration, imoetuous anger and
6 7
ouick reoentance, susceptibility to flattery, — are all brought out by
this method. Mr. Hardy assists in the Dortrayal of Bathsheba by some
9 9
mental analysis, and by occasional comments which are often tinged with
philosophy, almost bitterness. Her actions are important in that they
10
emphasize her impetuous, impulsive nature. In the drawing of Farmer
Boldwood, the author has again used his favorite method,—conversation,
—
11
with best success. There is very little action or personal description
and the result is that Boldwood is a shadow, indistinct and unreal. Some
15 IS
comment and mental analysis are used to show the workings of his mind
14
under the influence of a great passion. His conversation brings out
all of the impetuosity, intensity and violence of this oassion. His
oassionate words almost over-steo the mark and end in only "blame and
15
fury." The character of Troy is a mere stage-figure, with bis flatter-
16 t 17ing tongue, cheap town accomplishments, and smooth blandishments. His
conversation shows bis fascinating yet reoellent nature, and his utter
18 19
lack of moral character. ~ Comment, of a philosophical nature, further
(I) P. 12. (2) P. 23. (3) P. 138. (4) P. 28. (5) P. 94
(6) P. 128, 134. (7) P. 182, 166. (8) P. 123, 124, 271, 253, 254.
(9) P. 124, 127, 175-8, 300, 326. (10) P. 21, 194, 273, 277, 298.
(II) P. 89, 114. (12) P. 116, 308. (13) P. 96, 306.
(14) P. 120, 188, 193, 324, 325, 215, 218. (15) P. 186.
(16) P. 154, ISO. (17) P. 163, 173. (18) P. Ill, 240, 213, 250.
(19) P. 155, 158, 292, 293.

10.
etnohasiz.es the suoerficial oualities of Troy's character. All of the
characters, with the possible exceDtion of Gabriel, lack reality. They
seem to be mere figures into whose mouths Mr. Hardy has Dut a great deal
of superficial, extravagant passion. They simulate deeD feeling and
strong emotion, but the exoression of this oassion is too ranting to
make it seem real. The human element of the book seems artificial; the
dogs and the sheep, only, seem real. As the characters were best develoD-
ed by means of conversation, so also are the lines of the plot brought
out most plainly by this means. There is one main line of Dlot, in
which the fortunes of all the characters are interwoven. The conflict of
forces lies in the struggle between love, hate and .jealousy. Some fore-
1
shadowing is used. We are led, by means of the author's comment, to
Dreoare ourselves for the tragical outcome of events between Bathsheba
and Troy; likewise, we are given hints as to the future insanity of
2
Boldwood. "~ The plot begins by setting forth the relations between
Bathsheba and Gabriel by means of their conversation. " The interest of
Boldwood in the plot is unwittingly solicited by Bathsheba when she un-
4
reflectingly sends him a valentine. The momentous results of this
trifling action are brought out by the conversation of Boldwood. The
movement of the plot now becomes somewhat slower until the meeting between
5
Bathsheba and Troy in the fir plantation. A number of events now follow
O
rapidly until their marriage. Bathsheba soon becomes acquainted with the
7
true nature of her husband, and the height of her trouble is reached in
8
chapter 43. The movement then becomes slow until chapter 52, when all
9
the lines are rapidly converging towards the final catastroohe. The
(1) P. 143, 16?. (2) P. 233, 323, 355, 221. (3) ChaD. 3 and 4.
(4) P. 95. (5) Chao. U and 24. (3) P. 150. (7) P. 218.
(8) P. 240, 241, 250, 278. (9) P. 329.

methods of exteriorization— largely conversation, with some action,--,
have most successfully set forth the lines of the Dlot and its comoli-
cations.
The methods of exteriorization have again been used most success-
fully by Mr. Hardy in "The Return of the Native." In the drawing of bis
characters, their conversation has received the greatest share of his at-
tention, but some space has been devoted to the author's comment which
serves to further emDhasize their characteristics. The conversation of
Eustacia We gives us the key to her nature. By this means we learn of
1
her dislike for her quiet, monotonous surroundings— the Heath— and her
2
love for the gay life of town. ~ Her nature is decidedly fickle,— she
3
loves the best man near her just so long as there is not a better one,"
A
and upon the slightest provocation, her affections are transferred to a
5
new, more desirable oerson. She recognizes the quality of fickleness in
her nature when she says:
w
"Nothing can insure the continuance of love.
I loved another man once, and now I love you." DisaDDointed by circum-
7 8 9
stances and by misfortune, her passionate love begins to cool again.
She becomes indifferent, and resolves to be "bitterly merry and ironi-
10
cally gay." The one dream of her life is expressed in this one sen-
11
tence: "But do I desire unreasonably much in wanting what is called
life—music, poetry, Dassion, war, and all the beating and pulsing that
is going on in the great arteries of the world?" Her dream was not
IS IS
realized and she is a disaooointed woman. The author's comment
(1) P. 97, 105.- (2) P. 103, 227, 231. (3) P. 105. (4) P. 123.
(5) P. 173. (3) P. 223. (7) P. 231. (3) P. 238. (9) P. 239.
(10) P. 293. ,(11) P. 321. (12) P. 290, 291, 292, 383.
(13) P.. 72, 31, 150, 113.

12.
helos to bring out Sustacia's dissatisfaction with her old Lover, and
her fickle, evanescent passion.^" Some thought auotation and analysis
2 3
show her mental attitude toward her old lover, her jealousy of the new,
4
and bitter revolt against life and its restrictions* The author devotes
considersble space to the personal description end cental outlook and
5
views of ftustacia. His conceDtion of her is entirely pagan, with her
3 7
beautiful, stormy eyes, "full of nocturnal mysteries," and with the
g
"Dassions and instincts which make a faultless goddess." Although Mr.
Hardy devotes considerable sDace to the personal description of Sustacia,
9
we have a clearer idea of her luxrious, passionate, dissatisfied nature,"
than of her personal appearance. She remains a beautiful shadow capable
10
of much stormy Dassion. Her actions—walking alone on the Heath, goin?
11 12
with the mummers, ana joining in the village dance, — are all character-
istic of her,—her fearlessness, her love of adventure, and rebellion against
her misfortunes. The conversation of 'Wildeve brings out all of his ouali-
13 14
"
ties, chiefly fickleness and inconstancy, — and finally, repentance.
There is no personal description of any moment, Mr. Hardy deDending en-
tirely upon the use of conversation and a little comment to bring out the
,
... 15
character of Wildeve. Of the several passages of comment, the follow-
16
ing best expresses the character of Wildeve: "To be yearning for the
difficult, to be weary of what offered; to care for the remote, to dislike
the near; it was Wildeve's nature always." Clym Yeobright is a visionary,
(1) P. 117, 135, log. (8) P. 115. (3) P.. 164, 167. (4) P. 4*4*5.
(5) P. 74, 81. (6) P 885. (7) P 75. (8) P. 74. (9). P. 77, 78.
(10) P. 58, 68, 123. (11) P. 148. (18) P. 891-6. (13) P. 71, 91,96.
(14) P. 380, 343, 389. (15) P. 247, 298, 342, 481. (15) P. 247.

13.
His conversation brings out all of his rebellion against his easy life,
and his determination to be a little less useless than he had been hither-
1 2
to. We become acouainted with his new culture scheme, and Diane for
the improvement of the mental condition of the poor by this means. E'ven
3
i-n the face of misfortune, he looks philosoDhically at life, and tries
to make the best of his condition. Although considerable soace is devoted
to the personal description of Clym, he is not a vivid reality, not a
clear personality. Mr. Hardy's words are not successful in making a
5
clear picture. "His countenance was overlaid with legible meanings.
The face was well shaped, even excellently. But the mind within was be-
ginning to use it as a mere waste tablet whereon to trace its idiosynce-
o
sies as they develooed themselves. The observer's eye was arrested, not
by his face as a picture, but by his face as a page; not by what it was,
but by what it recorded." The Qualities of the comparatively unimportant
characters Thomasin Yeobright and Diggory Venn are brought out chiefly by
7
their conversation.
The lines of the plot of "The Return of the Native" are brought out
most plainly by the conversation of the characters. The movement of the
plot is slow in the beginning. The conflicting hODes of four people
—
.
8 9 10
Eustacia, ffiildeve, Venn, and Thomasin are all set forth in the first
book by means of their conversation. Because of this antagonism, affairs
are at a stand-still; however, the situation is relieved by the waning of
11 12
Eustacia's capricious love, and the rumor of a new arrival* The
(1) P. 195-6. (2) P. 200-1, 221, 232-3, 196* (3) ft. 290.
(4) P. 157-8, 191-3, 197-9.. (5) P. 157. (3) P. 192.
(7) P. 128-9, 43-4, 102-7, 109-10. (9) P. 39. (9) P. 109.
(10) P. 47. (11) P. 115-7. (12) P. 118.

14.
movement of the dot Quickens now"*" by the growth of Eustacia' s oassion
for Clym and Viildeve's hasty marriage with Thomasin. The lines of the
2
plot rapidly converge toward the crisis —the marriage of Clym and
3 4
Eustacia, and his sorrowful parting from his mother. The story Dauses
5
,
6
a little now, while each one accepts the new misfortune in bis own
7
way. The steos taken by Mrs. Yeobright toward reconciliation with her
8 , 9
son are unintentionally stopped by Eustacia. The effects of this are
10 11 12.
soon felt; Clym is unmerciful, and Eustacia leaves bis house.
• • 13
Before milder intentions on the part of Clym could take effect, the
catastrophe— the drowning of Eustacia and Wildeve in Shadwater Weir— is
a 14
reached. There is very little foreshadowing of the final outcome of
the plot. However, two remarks of Eustacia's are sufficient when the end
15
is considered:- "Yet I know that we shall not love like this always.
Nothing can insure the continuance of love. It will evaporate like a
SDirit, and so feel full of fears." "Ah! but you don't know what you
16
have got in me. Sometimes I think that there is not that in Eustacia
Vye which will make a good bomesoun wife." Motivation, too, is used with
17
good effect in some places: "They say, too, that Clym Yeobright is be-
come a real perusing man, with the strangest notions about things." This
18
remark prepares us for the introduction of his culture scheme. The
meeting between Clym and Eustacia is brought about by Clym helping the
(1) Bk. 2. (2) Bk. 3. (3) P. 238. (4) P. 234, 242. (5) Bk. 4.
(6) P., 283. (?) P. 290, 202. (8) P. 311, 313. (9) P. 323.
(10) Bk. o. (11) P. 370-5. (1?) P. 377. (13) P. 395.
(14) P. 422. (15) P. 226. (16) P. 223. (17) P. 121.
(18) P. 196.
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1
neighbors grapple for the captain's bucket in the well. Wore comment
has been used in the development of the plot of "The Return of the Native"
than in that of "Par from the Madding Crowd," yet it is by the methods of
exteriorization, chiefly conversation, that the lines of the olot and its
comDlications have been most successfully set forth.
The study of these two books shows us that in portrayal of character
and olot construction, Mr. Hardy depends upon the methods of exteriori-
zation. Of these, conversation is the one most largely used.
The locality which Mr. Hardy has chosen as the scene of his stories,
is a certain part of England—the counties of Dorsetshire and Wiltshire
—
which he has called Wessex. He has been familiar with this district from
childhood, knows every copse and common, and portrays the country as well
as its rustic inhabitants, with a minuteness of detail that shows keen
observation and appreciation.
Thomas Hardy's "Par from the Madding Crowd" appeared anonymously, in
the Cornhill Magazine of 1874, and the (London) Spectator made a guess
that George Eliot was the writer. Bkman. 9:149. Favorable auspices for
the entrance of the work of a comparatively new author! One has only to
open the book to find passages similar to some of George Eliot's, pas-
sages upon which the Spectator probably based its assumption. The follow-
ing passage is a fair imitation of her quiet humor:- "Mr. Jan Coggan,
who had passed the cup to Henery, was a crimson man with a spacious
countenance, and private glimmer in his eye, whose name bad appeared on
the marriage register of Weatherbury and neighboring parishes as best
man and chief witness in countless unions of the previous twenty years;
be also very freauently filled the post of head godfather in baptisms of
(1) P. 209.
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the subtly-jovial kind.""^ Here is a specimen of her serious manner:- "He
fancied that he had felt himself in the Denumbra of a very deeD sadness
when touching that slight and fragile creature. But wisdom lies in moder-
2
ating mere imoressions, and Gabriel endeavored to think little of this."
But there is an even broader basis for the Spectator's theory. No small
Dart of George Eliot's fame arose from her faculty as a reporter of ale-
house conversations among simple rustics. One of her happiest inn-scenes
3
is the one in "Silas Marner," where Mr. Macey and Ben Winthrop, the
butcher and the farrier, are gathered around the fire at the fiainbow quar-
reling about seeing ghos'es, about smelling themf Mr. Hardy has made a
great effort in this direction, and has succeeded remarkably well in imi-
tating her manner, in his inn-scene where the good worthies are sympathiz-
4
ing with Joseph Poorgrass over his unconouersble tendency to blush.
This is decidedly clever, Mr. Hardy has evidently read to good purpose
some chapters of George Eliot; he has very aotly caught her trick of
seeming to humor graciously her queer oeoole and look down uoon them from
the heights of superior knowledge. These similarities are also very
probably some of the grounds uoon which Mr. Brownell based his assertion.
But Mr. Hardy's imitation is really only a superficial one; in the typical
characteristics of each there is a wide disparity.
The novels of George Eliot may be called novels of character, while
those of Thomas Hardy are novels of incident. In all of George Eliot's
works there is a dominant ethical motive which she works out; she always
has an aim or purpose in view. In "Silas Marner" it is to set forth
strongly the remedial influence of human affection upon a lonely, ill-used
old man. In "Adam Bede" her aim is to show that any transgression of
(1) P. 58. (2) P. 54. (3) P. 79, 93. (4) P. 58.
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moral or ethical laws must inevitably bring disastrous results. She has
accomDlished her object in both cases. George Elliot makes of the novel
a medium through which she treats of human life and human nature in their
deeoest asDects. Mr. Hardy takes a different view of the novel and its
aim* His chief curoose in writing is to olease and entertain his reader.
Be has no particular object in view and no decided moral lesson to teach.
He deDends most largely for his effects uDon a Drofuse use of conversa-
tion and new, strange incident, "far from the Madding Crowd" has much
conversational padding, and many incidents of dramatic intensity. Among
1 2
the latter are the fire, Bathsheba sending the valentine to Boldwcod —
3
a trifling action with tremendous results, Troy's fascinating sword-
4 5 5
exercise, the storm, Bathsheba opening Fanny's coffin, ana the murder
7
of Troy. Several incidents have a tinge of the grotesque,—the stopping
8 • , 9
of the funeral-wagon, and the gurgoyle and its doings. "The Return of
the Native" has two remarkable circumstances which are full of the ele-
ment of the grotesaue,—the sinister look out of the evil black eyes of the
,
10
adder at its helDless victim, and the scene on the heath of the men
11
gambling by the light of the glow-worms, Mr. Hardy says:- "The incon-
gruity between the men's deeds and their environment was striking. The
soft, .juicy vegetation of the hollow in which they sat, gently rustling in
the warm air, the wild animals around, the uninhabited hills, the chink of
guineas, the rattle of the dice, the exclamations of the players, com-
bined to form such a bizarre exhibition of circumstances as had never be-
12
fore met on those hills since they first arose out of the deep."
(I) P. 47. (3) P. 95. (3) P. 115. (4) P. 173. (5) P. 330.
(8) P. 274. (7) P. 348. (9) P. 259. (9) P. 299. (10) P. 336.
(II) P. 257. (12) P. 367.

Although The Return of the Native" is a novel of incident, as well as
"Par from the Madding Crowd," it does not contain so many novel circum-
stances and strange events. On the whole, the incidents are of a more
ordinary nature. Many of these "bizarre circumstances" of Mr. Hardy's
have a somewhat melodramatic character, which, combined with their
strangeness, gives to his books an air of unreality. There is nothing un-
real about "Adam Beds" or "Silas Marner; " there is no artificial, fantas-
tic, or grotesoue incident introduced to create an unusual effect; every
occurrence has an air of reality, of naturalness about it. Mr. Hardy's
catastrophes,—the murder of Troy, and the drowning of Eustacia,— have
an air of unreal tragedy about them, although they are really in keeping
with the high passions,— love, hate, jealousy,—which rage so furiously in
each of his books.. George Eliot shrank from the use of the melodramatic,
and her catasthophe in Adam Bede,—the trial and death-sentence of Hetty,
—
shows a certain lack of ease in its treatment. In order to lessen the ef-
fect of the tragical ending, somewhat, she employs a conventional method,
1
the hasty arrival of a messenger with a hard-won release from death,
—
2
the same convention which Mr. Hardy uses in "Par from the Madding Crowd."
The methods which George Eliot uses most freely in setting forth her
characters are her favorite ones of examination,— mental analysis, thought
ouotation and her own comment. She has used this mental analysis so ex-
tensively, so scientifically, that it has been likened to a new system of
psychology. Conversation is used in drawing her characters, particularly
Adam Bede, but she depends most largely upon analysis for bringing out the
problems and difficulties which beset their lives, ^ages are devoted to
her analysis of the character and motives of Silas MaVner, Adam Bede,
(1) P. 458. (2) P. 357.
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Hetty Sorrel and Arthur Donni oborne. Hardy uses comparatively libtle
mental analysis, depending almost wholly uoon the use of conversation
and action bo portray his characters. There is one excellent use to which
George Eliot Duts her mental analysis, which of course is foreign to Mr.
Hardy because of his lack of extensive analysis, and that is her orepara-
tion for her crises by showing the calm, unsuspecting minds of ber char-
acters .just before the blow. Thus Silas Marner comes home satisfied that
his errand is done, and haDoy over the prospect of a good supper and the
1
,pleasant sight of bis guineas, only to find them gone; Adam Bede goes
through the wood, hopeful about Hetty, complacent over his good .-job done,
with pleasant thoughts about Arthur, and meets the very people about whom
2
he has been thinking so generously;"" and again Adam goes to bring Hetty
3
from Snowfield, —happy in his love and approaching marriage,—only to
hear that she has never been there; Arthur, too, exultant over the be-
ginning of bis real life and complacent over the happy turn affairs bad
supposedly taken between Adam and Hetty, comes home to hear the shocking
4
news of Hetty's trial.
As analysis entered most largely into the drawing of George Eliot's
characters, so also does it bring out most plainly the lines of her plots.
In themselves, her plots are very simple; she seeks after no complex in-
tricasies but instead, chooses simple, natural complications to form the
foundations upon which she builds her superstructures, spending the great-
er part of her energies upon the analytical drawing of ber characters.
Thomas Hardy, on the contrary, depends upon the methods of exteriorization
for his plot construction. The conversation of his characters sets forth
the complications; and in lieu of mental analysis, he depends, for interest,
(1) F. 72, 75. (?) P. 299,308. (3) P. 397, 401. (4) P. 443, 450.
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upon the introduction of new, strange dramatic incident. George Eliot's
plots, particularly that of Adam Bede, literally turn on what her charac-
ters think. The comolicated state of affairs between Adam, Hetty and
Arthur, results from the three different, conflicting mental attitudes;
and the final outcome of the olot,— the marriage of Adam and Dinah,— is
brought about solely by Adam's mental attitude toward Dinah being changed
by a few words from his mother. Mr. Hardy's plots turn not so much on
what his characters think as on what they do; on some trifling incident,
unimportant in itself, but with weighty results. Some of these incidents,
-
really moments of fate,— are the valentine episode, and the fascinating
sword-exercise, in "Par from the Madding Crowd," and in "The Return of the
Native," Clym's return—which alters the lives of all people concerned in
1
the plot. George &liot manages her plots well, each event being carefully
prepared for, and the movement, too, being well regulated. Mr. Hardy is
more successful in the use of conversation, in his nature descriptions
and in his treatment of rustics, than he is in creating an effective plot;
so much of his time is occuDied with these, that his plots have a lack of
ease, especially in the middle. Mr. Hardy gives very few definite hints
as to the final outcome of his plots; his events follow each other with
little preparation for their coming. The movement of his plots is very
slow, being hindered by the introduction of many nature descriptions,
which are, nevertheless, one of the greatest charms of his books.
The emotion which Mr. Hardy Dortrays in his novels, particularly in
"The Return of the Native," is at a very high pitch, is harrowing in its
tragic intensity. The expression of this passion really defeats its own
purpose, and has an air of unreality, superficiality, about it; it is
(1) P. 313.
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strangely lacking in the human element. The Dassions of George fcliot, on
the other hand, are subdued in nature, are intensely human and real. While
we cannot symoathize with Bathsheba and Sustacia in their troubles and
difficulties—which are usually brought upon them by their own vagaries of
temper,— it is impossible not to enter into the spirit of the sorrows of
Silas Marner or Adam Bede, so intensely human has their expression been.
George Eliot's philosophical attitude toward life is one of tolera-
1
tion, oity and love. She says in "Adam Bede; — "It is these people—amongst
whom your life is passed—that it is needful you should tolerate, oity and
love; it is these more or less ugly, stupid, inconsistent people whose
movements of goodness you should be able to admire—for whom you should
cherish all possible hopes, all possible patience." She has a strong feel-
ing of sympathy and love for her fellow-men, however common and plain they
may be. Hero-worship does not enter into her creed. She says: ~"— "There are
few prophets in the world; few sublimely beautiful women; few heroes. I
can't afford to give all my love and reverence to such rarities: I want a
$reat deal of those feelings for my every-day fellow-men, especially for
the few in the fore-ground of the great multitude whose faces I know,
whose hands I touch, for whom I have to make way with kindly courtesy."
Her whole attitude toward human life and human nature is one of love and
sympathy: "The way in which I have come to the conclusion that human nature
g /
is lovable —the way I have learnt something of its deep pathos, its sub-
lime mysteries— has been by living a great deal among people more or less
commonplace and vulgar, of whom you will perhaps hear nothing very sur-
prising if you were to inouire about them in the neighborhoods where they
4
dwelt. " ffiork was one of the essential points in her philosophy. She says,
(1) P. ISO. (2) A.B..P.183. (3) P. 137. (4) P. 113.
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through the medium of Adam 8ede ,"' There ' s nothing but what's bearable as
long as a man can work; and the best o' working is, it gives you a grip
1
hold o' things outside your own lot.'" And in another place she says,
"His work, as you know, had always been oaro of his religion, and from
very early days he saw clearly that good camentry was God's will— was
that form of God's will that most immediately concerned him." George
Elliot's ohilosophical comment very often becomes didactic in its nature.
A few illustrations of her didacticism are:— In "Silas Marner,"— "Instead
2
of trying to still his fears, he encouraged them, with that superstitious
impression which clings to us all, that if we expect evil very strongly it
3
is the less likely to come." In "Adam Bede,"— "Let us be thankful that
our sorrow lives in us as an indestructible force, only changing its form,
as forces do, and passing from pain into sympathy—the one poor word which
includes all our best insight and our best love." Duty also entered into
the foundation of her Dhilosoohy of life. To her, duty, whether imagined
or real, was law, and she made her characters adhere to its preceots; if
they did not, they suffered the inevitable consequences. The sense of
4 5 3
duty was very strong in Nancy," EoDie, and Adam. The latter says: "It's
Dlain enough you get into the wrong road i' this life if you run after
this and that only for the sake o' making things easy and pleasant to
yourself. If you've got a man's heart and soul in you, you can't be easy
a-making your own bed an' leaving the rest to lie on the stones." Also,
—
7
"I'll stay, sir: I'll do the best I can. It's all I've got to think of
now—to do my work well, and make the world a bit better place for them as
can enjoy it." A strict adherence to duty involves self-sacrifice; and
(1) P. 493. (2) P. 108. (3) P. 492. (4) P. 240. (5). P. 257.
(3) P. 50. (7) P. 477.

George Eliot believes in self-sacrifice, self-giving, a merging of the in-
dividual life into universal ends. Of all her books, "The Mill on the Floss"
brings out her ideas of self-sacrifice most plainly* "Adam Bede" has two
passages of comment which illustrate: "Instead of bursting out into wild
1
accusing aDOStrophes to God and destiny, he (Seth) is resolving, as he
now walks homeward under the solemn star-light, to repress his sadness, to
be less bent on having his own will, and to live more for others, as Dinah
does." In her comment, the author says: "We are children of a large fami-
8
,
ly, and must learn, as such children do, not to expect that our hurts
will be nrade much of— to be content with little nurture and caressing,
and help each other the more." There is no wild crying out against life
and its sorrows, in such a doctrine; no crying out to Heaven for deliver-
ance from the misery of living! George Eliot's philosophy rings true;
there is a note of reality in it which makes us feel that she writes from
experience, and has drawn her conclusions from her own life..
There is a wide difference between the philosophy of George Eliot
and that of Thomas Hardy. George Eliot's abounds in deep love and sym-
pathy; Mr. Hardy's in cold intellectuality and pessimism. George Eliot's
philosophical attitude toward life is that of a compassionate participator;
Mr. Hardy's, that of a disinterested, though curious, observer. His
philosophical asides, of an intellectual, almost obscure, nature occur
frequently in "Far from the Madding Crowd." The following are seme il-
3
lustrations:— "It is foreign to a mystified condition of mind to realize
of the mystifier that the processes of approving a course suggested by
circumstance, and of striking out a course from inner impulse, would look
the same in the result. Tee vast difference between starting a train of
(1) P. 39. (2) P. 898. (3) P. 93.
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events, and directing into a Darticular groove a series already started,
is rarely aDoarent to the oerson confounded by the issue. "The most
1
vigorous exDression of a resolution does not always coincide with the
greatest vigor of the resolution itself. It is often flung out as a sort
of dtod to suoDort a decaying conviction which, whilst strong, reouired no
enunciation to Drove it so." Mr. Hardy seems to have no conceotion of duty
and its obligations, and no idea of self-sacrifice. It is true, however,
that two of his characters—Gabriel Oak and Diggory Venn,— are of a mag-
nanimous nature, but they are not tyDical reoresentatives of his ideals.
In "Par from the Madding Crowd" Mr. qardy gives vent to his oessimism iD
2
sarcastic, satirical flings at woman-kind in general. His attitude toward
women is z little cruel, not very tolerant, thoroughly a man's Doint of
view. George Sliot's sympathetic treatment of women,
—
particularly Nancy
and Dinah,— is Derfect; Nancy is a woman's woman, yet one to be loved in-
stinctively. George Eliot outs all of her own strict adherence to duty
3 4
and obedience to the will of Providence into- Nancy. Mr. Hardy's oesi-
mism takes a new character in "The Return of the Native,"— that of a oas-
5
sionate outcry against ?ate or Destiny. and life and its limitations.
His oessimistio, hooeless attitude can best be shown by Quoting his own
words: "He had reached the stage in a young man's life"" when the grimness
of the general human situation first becomes clear, and the realization of
7
this causes ambition to halt awhile." "'But ohe more I see of life the
more I oerceive that there is nothing oarticularly great in its greatest
walks, and therefore nothing oarticularly small in mine of furze-cutting.'"
3
He did sometimes think he had been ill used by fortune so far as to say
(1) V. 131. (3) P. 13, 33, 73, 150, 153, 173, 300, 358. (3) P. 340.
(4) P. 344. (5) P. 73. (3) P. 313. (7) P. 390. (3) P. 435.
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bhab bo ba born is a oalpabla dilamma, and that instead of id3q aiming bo
advance with glory, bhey should ealculabe how bo rabraab wibhoub sharoa.
"
"To have losb* is less disburbing bhan bo wonder if wa may possibly have
won; and Kusbaeia oould now, 1 i ite other oeoole ab such a stage, bake a
sband ing-poinb oubside herself, observe herself as a disintaresbed soaoba-
bor, and think whab a soorb for Heaven bhis woman Eustacia was." n, 0n, the
2
cruelty of putting me inbo bhis bad, ignorant, sbuoid world! ~ I was caoa-
ble of much; bub I 'nave baen injured and blighted and crushed by things
beyond ray eonbroi. Oh, whab wicked maannass ib is of Heaven bo devisa such
borburas for me, who have done no harm bo Heaven ab all?'" How different
are the atbibides of the bwo aubhors,—divina lova and symoathy and rever-
anca oooosad bo passimism and blasohamy.
3eor53 iliot's sbories ara full of absoluba faibh and belief in
3
God; her nabure was essanbially religious, and an oublab for bha sxoras-
sion of bhis feeling was formed in her wribing. Thomas Hardy, on bhe con-
brary, seems bo have felt no need for bhe suoport of religion. While bhe
problems besebbing human nabure are all absorbing ones to George Sliob, to
Mr. Hardy, bha sbrug^la of humanity for existence seems bo mean very lib-
tla. He seems bo have no religion, and no belief in a merciful God. To
him, Pate or Desbiny is bhe imolacable ruler of the universe, a^ainsb
4
which it is useless for raorbals bo sbruggla, and God manifesbs himsslf in
the presence of Nabure. His real abbibude boward life is* paganistic, and
his Wsssex, too, is paganistic in its impulses and tendencies. He says in
"The Return of bhe Native: "Por bhe bime chrisbianiby was eclipsBd in
o
bheir hearts, oaganism was revivad, bhe oride of life was all in all,
(1) P. 337. (3) P. 405. (3) 4. 8. P. 339. (4) R. of ff. P. 73, 390,405,
339. (o) R.oftf. P. 50; P. f.M.C. P. 135. (3) P. 395.
T t
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1
and they adored none other than themselves. 11 And, "[ndeed, the impulses
of all suoh outlandish hamlets are pagan still: in these soots homage to
nature, self-adoration, frantic gayeties, fragments of Teutonic rit3S to
divinities whose names are forgotten, have in some way or other survived
medieval doctrine." Some of these Druidical ceremonies, fragments of Teur
I 3
tonic rites, are the November heath fires, and the mummers, Suoerstit ion,
too, is rife among the rustics, and their ignorant faith in the oower of
4
signs and charms is suoreme. George Eliot's oeasants, too, have this be-
5
lief in traditional suoerst i tions. She says in "Silas Warner:" "In that
o
far-off time suoerstibion clung easily around every person or thing that
was at all unwonted, or even intermittent and occasional merely, like the
visits of the oeddler or the knife-grinder;" "Such strange lingering
7
echoes of the old demon-worship might perhaps even now be caught by the
dilligent listener among the gray-haired peasantry; for the rude mind with
9
difficulty associates the ideas of oower and benignity; " "And Saveloe
was a village where many of the old echoes lingered, undrowned by new
voices." The oeasants of "Silas Marner" have more of this inherent suoer-
stition than do the rustics of "Adam 8ede. " 3eorge Eliot's country is,
on the whole, religious, and its inhabitants are religiously inclined.
Thomas Hardy's district is paganistic in its tendencies, and its inhabitants
9
are not inclined to religion or ehurch-going. Suoerstition reigns supreme
in Wessex, and this lack of religion is orobably one of the reasons for
its prevalence.
(1) P. 439. (3) P. 13, 17. (3) P. 139, 140. (4) R.oi I. P. 27, 87,
303, 405; ?. f.y.O. p. 202, 235. (5) A. 3. P. 51. (5) P. 17. (7) P. 20.
(8) P. 30. (9) rt. of n . P. 133, 203, 30.
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The treatment of George Eliot's rustics is somewhat different from
that of Mr. Hardy's. The rustics of "Adam Bede" and "Silas Marner" form
the basis for the stories, the center of interest, around which the whole
attraction revolves. The lives and fates of Silas Marner and Adam 3ede
form the basis around which she weaves her olots. Although her rustics
are uncultivated and unfamiliar with the brilliant ways of the world,
they are not stupid and ignorant. Thomas Hardy's rustics, show two dis-
tinct classes,— one very decidedly stupid and Ignorant, and the other
fairly well educated and familiar with the outside world. Mr. Hardy
makes a distinction between the inhabitants of the same district, of the
same heath, which is really unaccountable- Why is it that Sabriel Oak,
Bathsheba and Boldwood are different from Jan Goggan, Joseph Poor grass and
Henery Pray, or Thomasin, Glyra, and Mrs- Yeobright from 3randfer Gantle,
Timothy fairway and Humohrey? One class seems to have a civilization
which has really not yet touched their native place— Wessex,—while the
other seems to be most typically children of the soil. Although both
classes are rustics, for the sake of clearness, I shall give the name
only to the latter. Mr. Hardy's rustics have been comoared to those of
Shakespeare. Their relation to the rest of the story is similar to that
of the Shakespearian chorus to the main part of the play. They are
1
placidly indifferent to the hurry and hustle of the external world,
moving in their own little orbits, willingly and contentedly ignorant of
oassing events, and entirely satisfied with their occupations of furze-
cutting and sheep-washing. His rustics form an admirable setting for the
story, accompanying it, but not becoming involved in the lines of the olot.
2
As the hurro^ous inn-scene of "Silas Marner" sets off the pathos of the
(1) ff.f.M.G. P. 137. (2) P. 79, 101.
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character of Silas, so do Mr. Hardy's rustics form an admirable back-
ground for the thoughtful, serious passages. Their conversation is de-
lightful with all of its humor and ignorance, and Mr. Hardy seems to
have caught the trick of reproducing its various shades in a remarkably
realistic manner. The rustics of "Far from the Madding Qrowd" have been
more successfully treated than those of "The Return of the Native," be-
cause of the greater effort which the author out into their oortrayal.
"Par from the Madding Crowd" is, as the title suggests, a story of the
people who live outside of the great hurry and bustle of life. Their
lives are portrayed more realistically than are those of the peasants in
"The Return of the Native," which is chiefly occupied with the trials and
failures of a heath-man who is dissatisfied with the ignorant, hopeless
condition of his native country. Mr. Hardy's humor lies almost solely in
the treatment of his rustics. His chief characters,—Bathsheba, Boldwood,
Oak, Sustacia, Clym,— are of an intensely serious nature, too much occu-
pied with their troubles and passions, to have any humor, or any apprecia-
tion of humor in their make-up. His rustics, however, have very little
else than humor in their natures, they are not serious, not thoughtful,
wholly outside of the realm of deep feeling. Their conversation, ex-
1 2
pressing so much ignorance of the world and utter disrespect for religion
3 4
or the language of the Bible, is the most boisterous form in which his
humor expresses itself. The description of his rustics and his aoprecia-
o
tion of dogs, have a more quiet, subdued humorous quality which is very
similar to the humor of George Eliot. She seldom indulges in this bois-
terous humor; the inn-scene in "Silas Marner" is the only scene in which
(1) P.f.M.O. P. 206. (2) P. 354.- (3) P. 365. (4) P. 139, 145, 55-59,
77. (5) P.F.M.C. P. 10,34,47,5577-8,99,303,313. (5) P. 30, 37.
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her peasants are set forth in a thoroughly humorous manner. The humor
which is most typically her own is of a very quiet nature, investing the
1
most trivial objects, unobtrusively appearing in her descriptions of
3 3
children as well as older people, and often showing itself in her great
4
appreciation of dogs.
In his treatment of rustics, in his nature descriptions, and in the
description of other things which help to form the setting for his stories,
Mr. Hardy departs from his attitude of curiosity—which he maintains to-
ward life and its problems,— and really becomes interested. Wessex and
its humorous inhabitants mean much more to him than the struggles of hu-
manity for existence. He has been particularly fortunate in his realistic
descriptions, the greater number of which occur in "Par from the Madding
•5
Crowd." The Homestead, to which Bathsheba came as the new mistress, and
5
the great Shearing-barn which belongs to it, are described with a minute-
7
ness of detail which makes them exceedingly clear;: the shearing and
9 9
harvest suppers and the Greenhill Pair are all portrayed in a realistic,
10
humorous manner;: but it is in the description of the storm that Mr. Hardy
is most successful. He excells all of his other efforts in its description;
every detail of the landscape is described with intense realism; the storm
in all of its majesty can almost be felt and seen. The following is one
of his best passages, showing the keenest of observation:- "Then came a
11
third flash.. Manoeuvers of a most extraordinary kind were going on in
(I) M. P. 19. (2) S. M.,P. 134, 140; A. 8. ,P. 21, 433, 435.
(3) S. M. , P. 34, 94, 133; A. B. , P. 147, 522, 532. (4) A. B. , P.
148, 171, 18, 120. (5) P. 71. (5) P. 136. (7) P. 144. ||
(3) P. 223. (9) P. 309, 312. (10) P. 223, 233..
(II) P. 230.
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the vasb firmamenbal hollows overhead. The lightning now was bhe color of
silver, and gleamed in bhe heavens like a mailed army, Rumbles became
rabbles. Gabriel from his elevabed posibion could see over bhe landscape
at least half-a-dozen miles in fronb. fcvery hedge, bush, and bree was
disbincb as in a line engraving. In a oadlock in bhe same direcbion was a
herd of heifers, and the forms of bhese were visible at this moment in bhe
acb of galloping aboub in the wildest and maddest confusion, flinging their
heels and bails high inbo bhe air, their heads bo earth* A poplar in the
immediate foreground was like an ink stroke on burnished tin. Then the
picbure vanished, leaving the darkness so intense that Gabriel worked en-
tirely by feeling with his hands. " His description of the fire dance in
all of its weirdness is perfect: "It was a perfect dance of death. ^ T'fee
forms of skelebons appeared in the air, shaped with blue fire for bones
—
dancing, leaping, striding, racing around, and mingling altogether in un-
paralleled confusion. With these were intertwined undulating snakes of
green. Behind these was a broad mass of lesser light*"
George Eliob's descripbions are eaually true to nature and are seb
forbh in a thoroughly realisbic manner, bub bhey seem bo have more warmth,
more real life about them bhan Mr. Hardy's. Her descripbions of bhe car-
3 3
penber shop and the religious gathering on the Green give us excellent
Dicbures, true to life and thoroughly realistic. For closeness of observa-
4
tion and minuteness of detail, her description of the Hall Farm in its
various aspects is best, and bhe following passages are among her finesb:-
"Bub bhere is always a stronger sense of life when the sun is brilliant
5
after rain; and now he is oouring down his beams, and making sparkles
(1) p. 332. (3) A. B. P. 5 (3) P. 13, 31. (4) P. 73, 74, 190.
(5) P. 73.
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among the web straw, and lighting up every patch of vivid green moss on
'one red biles of the cow-shed, and burning even the muddy waber bhab is
hurrying along bhe channel bo bhe drain inbo a mirror for bhe yellow-
billed ducks, who are seizing bhe opporbuniby of getting a drink wibh as
much body in ib as possible. 11 And, "The yard is full of life now: Marty
was letting the screaming geese through bhe gabe, and wickedly provoking
the gander by hissing at him; the granary door was groaning on its hinges
as Alick shut it, after dealing out the corn; the horses were being led
out to watering, amidst much barking of all the three dogs, and 'many
whips' from Tim the ploughman, as if the heavy animals who held down their
meek, intelligent heads, and lifted their shaggy feet so deliberately,
were likely to rush wildly in every direction but the right."
It is in his nature descriptions that Mr. Hardy is most thoroughly
at home. His love of nature is intense, and his books are full of passages
minute in detail and showing the closest of observation. "Par from the
1
Madding Crowd" contains many nabure descriotions which are marvelous in
their beauty and exquisite in their gem-like effect, every one full of de-
tails. "The Return of the Native," too, is not lacking in these descrip-
3
tions,— many passages, and even whole pages being devoted to the realistic
oortrayal of nature. The descriptions of Egdon Heath are excellent, par-
3
ticularly the one in the opening chapter which becomes almost poetic in
its mournful intensity. To Mr. Hardy, the influence of nature upon his
4
characters is very strong, and there often exists a harmony between the
5
moods of nature and of mankind. Besides this influence, there is another
(1) P. 14, 15, 119, 137, 319, 330, 397, 315.
(3) P. 59, 30, 319, 335, 337, 340-1, 337, 318, 317, 333. (3) P. 1, 5.
(4) R.of H« P. 73, 30, 193, 199; R1 . f. 1. C. , P. 13. (5) R. f. P. 3,4,403.
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which Mr. Hardy brings out, and that is bhe conquest of the inanimate over
1
the animate. He says: "The strangest deeds were possible to his mood.
But they were nob possible to his situation. Instead of there being be-
fore him the pale face of Sustacia, and a masculine shape unknown, there
was only the imperturbable countenance of the heath, which, having defied
the catachysmal onsets of centuries, reduced to insignificance by its
seamed and antiaue features the wildest turmoil of a single man. " And,
3 \
"As he watched, the dead flat of the scenery overpowered him. There was
something in its oppressive horizontality which too much reminded him of
the arena of life; it gave him a sense of bare equality with, and no su-
periority to a single entity under the sun."
George Eliot, like Mr. Hardy, has a passionate love for nature, but
3
she does not indulge so often in passages of descriotion. She is so in-
tent upon her characters and their mental struggles that she must be con-
tent with only an occasional description. Her love for nature is none the
4
less, however, as the following passage shows: "I might mention all the
divine charms of a bright spring day, but if you had never in your life
utterly forgotten yourself in straining your eyes after the mounting lark,
or in wandering through the still lanes when the fresh-opened blossoms fill
them with a sacred silent beauty like that of fretted aisles, where would
be the use of my descriptive catalogue? I could never make you know what
I meant by a bright spring day." George Eliot, also, shows the influence
of nature upon man, and a certain harmony between the two,—but an in-
5
fluence and harmony peaceful and soothing in their effects, and not mer-
ciless and all-conquering, as Mr. Hardy's have a tendency to be. As
(1) R.N. P. 363. (3) P. S39, 339. (3) A. B. P. 133, 333, 353, 397,
530. (4) A. B. P. 35. (5) A. 8. P. 71, 301, 507, 530.
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George Eliot's country is more homelike in its very nature than Mr. Hardy's,
her nature descriptions, have a certain warm, vivifying life about them
which Mr. Hardy's lack; she treats of nature as it is seen in the garden,
1
the farmyard, and on the old "Binton Hills," and the result is that we
are more in sympathy with her sweet, simple, familiar nature, than with
Br. aardy's with all of its brilliance and splendor-
Mr. Hardy's genius is best shown in his nature descriptions and in
his treatment of rustics; he has evidently lived his life on the heath to
a good purpose, and his real ob.ject seems to be to make his country
—
flessex—familiar to the world. George Eliot's genius consists most largely
g
in the mental analysis of her characters. Her earlier books, "Adam Bede,"~
3 4
"The Mill on the Floss," and "Silas Marner," have less mental analysis
and a less frequent display of intellectuality than her later books,
5 6 7 3
"Somola," "ffelix Holt," "Middleraarch" and "Daniel Deronda. " Because
of this deliberate intellectuality, her later books have lost a peculiar
local coloring, and with it a certain realism. In them, she deliberately
sets before herself a purpose, a problem.. This may be shown best in
"Middlemarch"—which can be taken as typically representative of her later
art--in her portrayal of the characters Dorothea and bydgate. In each of
these, the problem which she wishes to solve is how a character with high
ideals and noble aspirations is to comoete with circumstances antagonistic
to the accomplishment of his aims and purposes. One fails because of an
"imperfect social state," and the other because the narrowness of Middle-
march society and circumstances were against him. Her purpose is to set
forth the power which circumstances—however relentless they may be—have
(1)' A. B. P. 520. (3) 1359- (3) 1360. (4) 1361.
(5) 1383. (5) 1385. (7) 1373. (3) 1375.
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in shaping the lives of individuals. There is another phase of her Dhilos-
ophy of life which "Middlemarch" brings ont, and that is that no man can
escape the penalty of wrong-doing,—the evil which we have done will always
follow us and we can never escape from punishment for it. The life of the
character Nicholas Bulstrode is her proof of this theory. "Adam Bede" and
"Silas Marner" have only a tinge of this philosophy which is fully devel-
oped in "Middlemarch." She says about Arthur Donnithorne, "No man can es-
cape this vitiating effect of an offence against bis own sentiment of
1 2
right, " and, "Arthur told himself, be did not deserve that things should
turn out badly— be had never meant beforehand to do anything his conscience
disaDDroved— he had been led on by circumstances." It is still less forci-
3
bly brought out in "Silas Marner;" she says, however, "Assuredly, among
these flushed and dull-eyed men there were some who, when their cheeks were
fresh, had felt the keen point of sorrow or remorse, had been pierced by
the reeds they leaned on, or had lightly put their limbs in fetters from
4
which no struggle could loose them*" And, "The yoke a man creates for
himself by wrong-doing will breed hate in the kindliest nature." Her
philosophy of life deepened and broadened with time; her later books con-
tain a much fuller expression of it, and "Middlemarch " may be said to be
a summary of her views of life and her philosophy of human nature as she
conceived it. Her philosophy has a tinge of pessimism is so far as she
believes that circumstances have more power over the lives of individuals
than inherent characteristics and impulses. Mr. Hardy's pessimism is of a
very different nature, venting itself in satirical remarks about womankind
and in passionate, resentful outcries against Destiny or F'ate—the unseen
ruler of the universe. Mis characters—with the exception of Clym
(1) A. B. P. 320. (2) P. 321. (3) P. 57. (4) P. 50.
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Yeobright— ara nob troubled with particularly high aims or noble aspira-
tions, and Mr. Hardy seems to have no difficult problems set before him
to solve. If he has any ourpose in writing, beyond that of presenting
Wessex in all of its reality, it is to show the universality of human
passions regardless of locality. Mr. Hardy is thoroughly conscious of the
tragedy of life, and that in real life there is often a tragic ending.
He does not deliberately set out to teach a moral when he introduces Proy;
the moral is there, nevertheless, and Bathsheba soon discovers it to her
cost. Although he does not state in so many words, he really intends bo
illustrate the unity of human fate;: to portray human life as he sees it,
with all of its great passions— love, hate, jealousy. In neither of his
1 j»;3
earlier works— "i?ar from the Madding Crowd" and "The Return of the Native-
does Mr. Hardy have a particular purpose in view, but in the most famous
3
of his later books "Tess of the D' Qrbsrvilles" he deliberately proclaims a
purpose— that of faithfully portraying a pure woman. He fails, for after
she yields again to the importunities of her seducer, it is utterly im-
possible to call Tess "pure", and his book is a ruin, so far as morality
is concerned.
George Eliot's works show a great change as time advanced,— a greater
intellectuality and a deeper philosophy. Mr. Hardy's show no such change;
his outlook upon life apparently does not deepen,—he is always occupied
with his nature descriptions, his treatment of rustics, the introduction
of strange, dramatic incident and the portrayal of tragic emotions and
passions. Neither do Mr. Hardy's books increase in likeness to George
Eliot's with the passage of time, fie have shown, heretofore, that in a
certain ouiet phase of his humor, in his treatment of the English rustic,
(1) 1974. (8) 1878. (S) 1893.

and an occasional serious bone, Mr. Hardy's characteristics are somewhat
similar to those of George Eliot. In other ways,— in the methods most
successfully used by each in the drawing of character and the construction
of olot, in their Dbilosophy and attitudes toward life in general, and in
their treatment of women, the two, are very different. May not these simi-
larities which have been mentioned be merely similarities or resemblances?
Does it necessarily follow that, because of these resemblances, one author
really influenced the other? I have found no direct proof of such influence,
and no statement made by Mr. Hardy himself that be considered George
Eliot in the light of a teacher or master. After careful consideration of
these similarities and dissimilarities, it is DreDOsterous to call Mr. Hardy
an 3Dt Dupil of George Eliot. This is only an other instance of the
carelessness which professed critics often fall into, of making a posi-
tive statement, which can be doubted, in the midst of remarks the truth
of which can not be ouestioned.
"Bar from the Madding Crowd," Band BteHally $ Co.
"The Return of the Native," Hovendon Comoanv.
"Adair Bede," The Boj&e Library— A. L. Burt. Puhlisher.
"Silas Earner," Students' Series of English Classics,
Leach, Shewell $ San horn.
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